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ABSTRACT

In the powder metallurgy, production methods are constantly developed and improved to
make components with high precision and high strength. Resent research have shown that
the density distribution of the powder before compaction, has a major influence of the
strength of the finale component. The aim of this work was to find methods that can
simulate the powder flow into the die, and calculate the density distribution of the powder
before compaction.

Simulation examples and research reports have been used to find proper methods. Two
different methods have been analysed and compared both theoretically and in simulation
examples. The Computational Fluid Dynamics-method or CFD-method, which regard the
fluid as a continuum, gives an approximate picture of the powder flow. The Distinct
Element Method, which keeps track of the individual particle and the microscopic
parameters, gives a more realistic picture of the powder flow. Of the two methods is the
DEM more suitable for powder flow analyse.



Sammanfattning

Inom pulver metallurgi utvecklas hela tiden metoder för att förbättra styrkan och
precisionen hos de färdig komponenterna. Forsknings resultat visar att densitets
fördelningen i pulvret efter fyllning av pressverktyget påverkar styrkan i den slutliga
komponenten. Målet med det här examens arbetet är att hitta metoder som kan simulera
fyllnings processen och beräkna densitets fördelningen innan pressningen. Böcker och
forsknings rapporter har används för att hitta lämpliga metoder.

Computational Fluid Dynamics-method (CFD-metoden) och Distinkt Elementmetoden
(DEM) är de metoder som analyserats. CFD-metoden ser fluiden som ett continuum
medan DEM håller reda på den individuella partikelns position och hastighet. Resultatet
av analysen visar DEM som tar hänsyn till de mikroskopiska parametrarna, är bättre
lämpad för beräkningar av pulver flöden.
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1   INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The powder industry expands fast. Methods to produce materials with high precision and
high strength from powder are constantly developed and improved. This work is a pre-
study for a future research project in powder filling. Resent results have shown that one
important factor that influence the strength of the final material, is the density distribution
after filling the die. In rapid granular flow, the interactions between the individual solid
particles and particle-wall interaction consist of a succession of instantaneous collisions.
These collisions create random fluctuations of the powder density. To create reliable
computer simulation methods that can show the true particulate nature of powder flows,
is a great challenge for future research.

1.2 Statement of problem
Today there is no well-established method to measure the density distribution in loose
powder. To find a method that can simulate the powder filling process and calculate the
resulting density distribution in the final state of the filling, is the main problem of this
work. There are different kind of possible methods that can simulate and calculate flows;
this report also examines two different programs and the methods that they are based on.
The problem with granular flow is that it behaves like solids at low strain rates, but at
high strain rates, the behaviour is fluid or gas like. The solid phase, governed by Hertzian
contacts and frictional sliding and slow particle rearrangements is well described by
engineering theories of solid mechanics. The transition to fluid-like behaviour, which
seems to be associated with a singularity in the viscosity, is currently not well understood
at all.

2 POWDER METALLURGY

2.1 History
The earliest users of metal powder were the Inca Indians, who used gold powder to gild
their jewellery, and the Egyptians who used iron powder as early as year 3000 B.C. In
1912 Paul Schwarzkopf made a tungsten filament for the electric light bulb, by using a
powder metallurgy process. During the Second World War grenade-girdles were made
from iron powder. After the second word war the development in powder metallurgy
accelerated. The fast increase in the car industry pushed the development further. Today
the applications for powder metallurgy are many; for example gear wheels, bearings, heat
shields, and cutting tools are parts that are made from powder.

2.2 Why Make Parts From Powder?
There are a number of reasons for making engineering components by powder
metallurgy; some of those are listed below.
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• Certain metals, particularly those with very high melting points, i.e. the refractory
metals, are very difficult to produce by melting and casting, and are also
frequently very brittle in the cast state.

• Composite materials that consist of two or more metals which are insoluble even
in the liquid state, or of mixtures of metals with non-metallic substances such as
oxides and other refractory materials.

• Mechanical parts are far the largest group. The bulk consists of iron-based parts,
but significant tonnages of copper, brass; bronze and aluminium parts are
produced, as well as some rare metals such as beryllium and titanium. In general
such parts do not have mechanical properties superior to those of equivalent parts
made by forging or machined from wrought bar. They are often the reverses, but
they are entirely suitable for the required duty. The advantage in a large number
of cases is economic; i.e. powder metallurgy is a cheaper production process.

• Special high-duty alloys are an area that is growing very rapidly. High speed
steels and so-called super alloys based on nickel and (or cobalt) to give a product
having superior properties to those achieved by casting and forging.

2.3 The Process
The production steps in the process to produce parts from powder are described in Figure
1 below.

Figure 1. The Production Steps in Powder Metallurgy
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1) Powder production: There are different ways to produce metal powder, the methods
depend on the material and the field of application. Some of the most important
methods are comminution, solid state reaction, electrolyse, thermal decomposition
and atomisation. All these methods are thoroughly described in [1] and [2].

2) Mixing: The metal powder is mixed with a lubricant and sometimes with another
metal powder. A common mix is iron powder and graphite powder, or iron powder
and wax, a common mix of metal powders is between copper and tin powder. It is
important that the mix is homogeneous. A thoroughly description of different mixing
methods can be found in [1].

3) Filling: A given volume of the powder mix is gently filled into the die under specific
conditions. It is desired that the density is as high as possible in the die after filling it.
Particle shape has a major influence on the packing density of powders. Spherical
powders pack more densely, and the density decreases as the irregularity of the
particle shapes increase.

4) Compaction: The powder is compacted into a green body. The strength of this body is
called green strength. It need hardly be said that the higher the density the stronger
the part will be, that is why the packing of the powder before compaction is
important. The compaction step is described in [1].

5) Sintering: The green body is heated to a temperature below the base materials melting
point. An enlargement of the areas of metallurgical contacts takes place by atomic
diffusion. Correct sintering is of paramount importance to the process, to ensure not
only the development of the strength needed for the part to fulfil its intended role as
an engineering component, but also that the dimensions of the part are correct. More
details about the sintering step can be found in [2].

3 METHOD AND NUMERICAL TESTS

Two methods have been tested to see if they can be used for simulation of die filling or
some similar process. The different types of mathematical models and solution
algorithms together with test examples are presented below.

3.1 Fluid Dynamics and Numerical Simulations

The Computational Fluid Dynamics method or the CFD-method is a well-established
method both in research and in the industry. The CFD-method is used for liquid flows,
gas flows, multiple phase flows, heat transport, radiation’s calculations and also for
chemical reaction modelling, see ref [3] and [4]. The decision to try the CFD-method for
simulations of powder filling was based on the fact that powder flows can have fluid or
gas like behaviour, and that the CFD-method can simulate different kinds of flow
problems. The program CFX-4 that is used for the simulations and tests below is based
on the CFD-method. CFX-4 is a commercial program and contains some mathematical
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models for fluid flow, heat flow, mass transfer including compressibility models,
combustion models and multi-phase models. CFX-4 is used in the industry and in
research; the program can simulate and calculate many different flow problems, see ref
[5].

3.1.1 Discretisation and solution algorithms
The basis of the CFD-method is the finite volume method. The finite volume method uses
the integral form of the conservation equation as the starting point:

∫ ∫∫ +⋅Γ=⋅
A VA

dVqdAgraddA φφρφ nnv ( 1 )

where Γ is the diffusivity of a quantity φ, ρ is the density, v is the velocity, V is the
volume, A is the surface enclosing V, n is the unit vector orthogonal to A and qφ is the
source or sink of φ. The solution domain is subdivided into a finite number of small
control volumes by a grid, which defines the control volume boundaries. One approach is
to define control volumes by a grid and assign the computational node to the centre of the
control volume. The integral conservation equation above applies to each control volume.
Sum up the equations for all control volumes and the global conservation equation is
obtained, since surface integrals over inner control volume faces cancel out. In Figure 2
and Figure 3 below, typical two-dimensional and three dimensional Cartesian control
volumes are shown. Corresponding to their position with respect to the central node,
lower case letters are used to define areas in the control volume face.

Figure 2. A typical control volume notation used for a Cartesian two-dimensional grid,
from [3].
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Figure 3. A typical control volume notation used for a Cartesian three-dimensional grid,
from [3].

The net flux through a control volume boundary is the sum of integrals over the four (in
two dimensions) or six (in three dimensions) control volume faces:

∫∑∫ =
kA

k
A

fdAfdA ( 2 )

where f is the component of the convectiv ( )nv ⋅ρφ  or diffusive ( )n⋅Γ φgrad  vector in
the direction normal to the control volume face. In order to maintain conservation is it
important that the control volumes do not overlap; each control volume face is unique to
the two control volumes that lie on either side of it. However, f is only known in the
nodal points, so the surface integral in equation above can not be calculated. A simple
approximation to the integral is the midpoint rule: the integral is approximated as a
product of the integrand at the cell face centre (which is itself an approximation to the
mean value of the surface) and the cell face area Ae:

∫ ===
eA eee fAAffdAF ( 3 )
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This approximation of the integral requires that the value of f at the location ‘e’ is known.
The value of fe is obtained by interpolation, which can be done in different ways. A more
detailed description of these calculations and methods can be found in [3] and in [4].

Body-fitted coordinates are included in the test program CFX-4 allow the treatment of
arbitrary two- and three-dimensional geometry’s, see in [5]. This is a method, which
extend the capabilities of finite difference methods to deal with complex geometries. The
basic idea is to use a curvilinear coordinate transformation to map the complex flow
domain in physical space into a simple Cartesian coordinate system ),,()( zyxx =′  in the
physical domain is replaced by a curvilinear coordinate system ),,()( ςηξξ =′  such that
boundaries of the flow domain correspond to surfaces where =′ξ constant. The equations
are then discretised with respect to the computational space coordinates. Boundary
conditions may then be implemented naturally in the rectangular computational domain at
the expense of making the partial differential equations more complicated due to non-
linear coordinate transformation. Some simple geometry with a large degree of symmetry
can be treated using natural analytic coordinates such (i.e. rectangular) flow domain in
computational space. In other words, the as cylindrical coordinates, spherical coordinates
etc.

CFX-4 uses the concept of local coordinate to permit the use of multi-block grid
structures. A block is a topologically rectangular grid which is assigned a local coordinate
system ),,( ςηξ  such that neighbouring grid nodes are separated by a unit vector in the
−ξ , −η  or −ς direction. A multi-block grid consist of several blocks glued together in

such a way that neighbouring cells meet in hole faces, that is, hanging nodes are not
allowed.

The result of the descretisation process is a system of algebraic equations, which are
linear or non-linear. In the non–linear case the equations must be solved by iterative
methods to linearizing the equations about a solution, and improving the solution, the
process is repeated until a converged result is obtained. A basic method to solve linear
systems of algebraic equations is Gauss elimination. More information in solving those
system can be found in Ferziger [3] and the CFX-4 documentation [5].

3.1.2 Flow Equations
In the CFD-method the flow is described by fundamental flow equations. Some important
equations and notations are summarised in this section. The basic set of equations solved
by the program for laminar flow, comprise equations for conservation of mass and
momentum, known as the Navier-Stokes equations. In an isothermal flow, the first law of
thermodynamics provides an equation for energy. The first conservation equation is the
continuity equation:

( ) 0=⋅∇+
∂
∂

Uρρ
t

 ( 4 )
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Where ( )WVU ,,=U  is the fluid velocity and ρ  is the fluid density and t is the time. The
second conservation equation is the momentum equation:

( ) BUUU ⋅∇+=⊗⋅∇+
∂
∂ ρρ
t

( 5 )

B is a body force and σ is the stress tensor:

( )( )TIp UUU ∇+∇+




 ⋅∇+−= µµ

3

2
( 6 )

where µ  is the monocular viscosity and I is the identity matrix. The third conservation
equation is the energy equation:

( ) ( )
t

p
THH

t ∂
∂=∇⋅∇−⋅∇+

∂
∂ λρρ U   ( 7 )

where H  is the total enthalpy and λ  is the thermal conductivity, in terms of the static
enthalpy h :

2

2

1
U+= hH ( 8 )

As a summation there are three conservation equations and one relation between tension
and velocity and one relation between enthalpy and velocity. There are seven unknowns

hTpWVU ,,,,,, ρ . Adding two algebraic equations from thermodynamics, the equation
of state, completes the five equations:

( )pT ,ρρ = ( 9 )

relating density to temperature and pressure, and the constitutive equation:

( )pThh ,= ( 10 )

relating static enthalpy to temperature and pressure. The above conservation equations
and relations are written in coordinate free tensor notation, the main advantage is that the
equations are independent of coordinate system. The tensor product or the dyadic product
is defined by:
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( ) jiij BA=⊗BA ( 11 )

The transpose of a rank two tensor ( )ijA=A  is ( )jiT A=A . The divergence of a vector is
defined as:

( )
i

i

x

V

∂
∂=⋅∇ V ( 12 )

 If ( )ijS=S  is a rank two tensor, its divergence is defined by the vector S⋅∇ , where:

( )
j

ji
i

x

S

∂
∂=⋅∇ S ( 13 )

The contraction of a second rank tensor S  with a vector V  is denoted similarly:

( ) j
iji VS=⋅VS ( 14 )

Using a Cartesian coordinate system, the main equations in index:

( ) 0=
∂
∂+

∂
∂ i

i
U

xt
ρρ

( 15 )

( )
i

ik
kki

i
k

x
BUU

x
U

t ∂
∂+=

∂
∂+

∂
∂ σρρ ( 16 )







∂
∂+

∂
∂+





∂
∂+−=

j

i

i

j
ij

j

j
ij

x

U

x

U

x

u
p µδµσ

3

2
( 17 )

t

p

x

T
HU

x
H

t i
i

i ∂
∂=







∂
∂−

∂
∂+

∂
∂ λρρ ( 18 )

where δij is the kronecker delta. Repeated indices are summed over by the summation
convention. All the above conservation equations and relations can be expressed as a
scalar advection-diffusion equation, given in coordinate free notations by:
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( ) S
t

=Φ∇Γ−Φ⋅∇+Φ
∂
∂

Uρρ ( 19 )

or in index notation by:

S
x

U
xt i

i
i

=






∂
Φ∂Γ−Φ

∂
∂+Φ

∂
∂ ρρ ( 20 )

where Γ  is the diffusion coefficient, and S  is a sink or source term representing creation
or destruction of Φ .

3.1.3 CDF Simulation Example 1
The first model analysed with in CFX-4 was a gas model based on the mass fraction
equation. The mass concentration, cA of species A is the mass per unit volume of species
A, the species are labelled by MNA ,,3,2,1,0 �= . The species A=0 is called the
background fluid. The mass fraction, YA of A at a point is the ratio of the mass of A to the
total mass of the mixture, in a small control volume around a point. Thus:

ρ
A

A

c
Y = ( 21 )

where ρ is the mixture density. The mass fraction is the most convenient variable for
describing mass transfer by convection and diffusion, as it obey the convective equations
and the two relations of the same form as the generic scalar advection-diffusion equation:

( ) ( ) ( ) 0=∇Γ⋅∇−⋅∇+
∂
∂

AAAA YUYY
t

ρρ ( 22 )

where AΓ  is the molecular diffusion. The zero in the right hand side of the equation
comes from the assumption that no creation and destruction of the species A by chemical
reaction or by change of thermodynamic phase appears. If the flow is compressible, all
components are assumed to obey the perfect gas law:

RT

pWA
A =ρ , MNA ≤≤0 ( 23 )

where WA is the molecular weight and R is the universal gas constant. The mixture
density is computed from:
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∑
=

=
MN

A A

AY

0

1

ρρ
( 24 )

One possible approach to model the powder flow could be to use a heavy gas model. One
important factor when using a gas model for powder flowing into a die or as in this case a
block, is that the gas does not mix with the air. In CFX-4 there are examples of gas flows
in different kinds of situations. The current model is based on reference example 10 from
the CFX-4 documentation [5]. The geometry and material parameters have been changed
as well as the time settings. In this model mercury gas from the CFX-4 PCP database [5]
is used. The purpose of this is to avoid having the gas mixed with the air. Since the flow
changes with time it is necessary to perform a transient analyse. In the current model,
mercury gas with initial velocity equal to zero, (the orange-red area) is initially placed at
the top of the container filled with air (air is the blue area). A Gravity vector is working in
the x-direction (x-direction equal to vertical in this model) and acts on the heavy mercury
gas and the air. It is shown that this model does not work, this is because the heavy
mercury gas will mix with the air.

Figure 4. The partial fraction model in CFX-4 after the first timestep.
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The length of the timesteps is 0.100 s, and the mass fractions are, air 0.9 and mercury 0.1.
In Figure 4, 5 and 6,  the legend scale (to the left of the block) shows the density
distribution in the block. The vectors show the velocity direction, and the length of the
vectors represents the magnitude of the velocity. In Figure 4, the simulation time is 0.100
s (one timestep) and the mercury at the top of the model have started to move in the x-
direction. As it is shown on the length of the vectors, the velocity of the mercury is quite
high. The legend scale shows a major density difference in the block.

Figure 5. The partial fraction model in CFX-4 after the thirty timesteps.

In Figure 5 the simulation time is three seconds, the velocity vectors has almost no
length, the gases are almost totally mixed. Compare the density scale in Figure 5 with the
density scale of Figure 4. The difference between the scales is that the range of the
density scale in Figure 4 is four times wider. In Figure 6, the simulation time is 40
seconds, (400 timesteps) the velocity vectors have disappeared and there is no movement,
the gases are totally mixed. Look at the density scale and the colours of the block and the
result is even clearer. In a working model, would the mercury gas be laying at the bottom
of the block in the finale state of the simulation. A major difference between the densities
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of the two gases, would also be shown in the finale state. This model does not work even
as an approximated powder flow model. Another approach must be done.

Figure 6. The partial fraction model in CFX-4 after the forty timestep.

3.1.4 CDF Simulation Example 2
As the first model failed another approach is tested. A multiphase flow model is used in
the second model to approximate the powder filling. In the CFX-4 multi-phase flow
model phases are labelled by Greek indices α, β, γ. The number of phases is denoted Np.
The volume fraction of each phase is denoted rα. In the multi-phase flow model, the
genetic scalar advection-diffusion equation takes the form:

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )∑ ∑

= =

Φ−Φ+Φ−Φ+

=Φ∇Γ−Φ⋅∇+Φ
∂
∂

P PN N

mmcSr

Urr
t

1 1β β
αβαβαβαβαβαα

ααααααααα ρρ

��

( 25 )
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where ( )αβαβ Φ−Φc  describes inter-phase transfer of Φ  between phases α  and β .

Note also that 0=ααc , and βααβ cc = . Hence, the sum over all phases of all inter-phase

transfer terms is zero. The term αβαβαβ Φ−Φ mm ��   only arises if inter-phase mass transfer

takes place. αβm�  is the mass flow rate per unit volume into phase α  from phase β . The

continuity equation in multi-phase flow:

( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

−=⋅∇+
∂
∂ PN

mmrr
t 1β

βααβααααα ρρ ��U ( 26 )

the momentum equation:

( ) ( )( )( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑

= =

−++−+∇−

=∇+∇−⊗⋅∇+
∂
∂

P PN N
d

T

mmcpr

rr
t

1 1β β
αβαβαβααβαβαα

αααααααααα µρρ

UUFUUB

UUUUU

��

( 27 )

and the energy equation (incompressible and weakly compressible flow only):

( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑
= =

−+−

=∇−⋅∇+
∂
∂

P PN N
h HmHmTTc

THrHr
t

1 1β β
αβαβαβαβαβ

αααααααα λρρ

��

U

( 28 )

where αH  is the static enthalpy with ( )ααα ThH = , ( )dcαβ  are the inter-phase drag terms,

and ( )hcαβ  are the inter-phase heat transfer terms. αF  are any inter-phase non-drag forces.

The algebraic equation of state and the constitutive equation for each phase are:

( )αααα ρρ pT ,= ( 29 )

( )αααα pThh ,= ( 30 )

and the algebraic constraint that the volume fraction sum to unity:

∑
=

=
PN

r
1

1
α

α ( 31 )
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The multi-flow equations above represent 7Np+1 equations in the 8Np unknowns

ααααααααρ HTrpWVU ,,,,,,, . Np-1 more equations are needed to solve the problem. The

additional equations are usually given by algebraic constraints on the pressure. A simple
constraint is when all phases share the same pressure field:

ppp == 1α PN≤≤α2 ( 32 )

An air and water model is simulated in reference example 29 in the CFX-4
documentation [5], but water is opposite to metal powder an incompressible medium.
However, in the CFX-4 multiphase model the viscosity and the density is adjustable for
the different phases. It is important to note that in CFX-4 the ‘term’ phase is applied in a
wider sense then its usual usage in thermodynamics. By ‘thermodynamic phase’ it means
the familiar distinction between solid, liquid and gaseous phases of the same species. The
phase of a multi-phase flow may contain quite different chemical species. CFX-4 has a
homogeneous model that is a simplification of the multi-phase model. The homogeneous
model can be applied in flow under gravity, where the phases are completely stratified,
for a free surface flow. In this case, the volume fractions of the phases are equal to one or
zero everywhere except at the phase boundaries. For a given transport process, it is
assumed that the transported quantities for the process is the same for all the phases, i.e.

Φ=Φα   PN≤≤α1 ( 33 )

For the homogeneous model the genetic scalar advection-diffusion equation takes the
form:

( ) ( ) S
t

=Φ∇Γ−Φ⋅∇+Φ
∂
∂

Uρρ ( 34 )

where:

∑
=

=
PN

r
1α

αα ρρ , ∑
=

=
PN

r
1

1

α
ααα ρρ

UU , ∑
=

Γ=Γ
PN

r
1α

αα  ( 35 )

Note that the inter-phase transfer terms have all cancelled out and that this is a single
phase transport equation, with variable density and diffusivity. In particular, the
homogeneous model for momentum transport assumes UU =α , PN≤≤α1 , and is

given by Equation (26) and Equation (27):
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( ) ( )( )( ) p
t

T ∇+=∇+∇−⊗⋅∇+
∂
∂

BUUUUU µρρ ( 36 )

where:

∑
=

=
PN

r
1α

αα ρρ , ∑
=

=
PN

r
1α

αα µµ ( 37 )

The second model is illustrated in the Figure 7, blue is the heavy fictious gas and air is
red. The difference from the first model, is that the right of the block has a gap so that air
easier can escape when the heavier gas is falling down to the bottom of the block. The
timestep is 0.01 s, and a gravity vector is set in the x-direction. In this model the gases do
not mix while the heavier gas flows to the bottom of the block. Below in Figures 7 to
Figure 11 some of the steps in the CFX-4 multiple-phase flow simulation is shown.

Figure 7. The multi-phase flow model after one timestep
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Figure 8. The multi-phase flow model after 0.20 s.

Figure 9. The multi-phase flow model after 0.35 s.
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Figure 10. The multi-phase flow model after 0.50 s

Figure 11. The multi-phase flow model in the final state 1.00 s

The appearance of the flow, might be an approximated of the real flow. The pressure
distribution at the final state when the heavy gas has flown to the bottom of the block is
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an important factor for the density of the gas. In Figure 12 below, one can see how the
pressure is distributed in the block.

Figure 12. The pressure distribution of the final state in the multi-phase flow simulation.

This pressure distribution can be an approximation of real powder packing, but the
density fluctuations in powder packing can not be calculated with this model. The
calculation of this model will give a continuous density depending on the pressure.

3.2 Distinct-Element Method and Numerical Simulations

The distinct-element method (DEM) was introduced by Cundall (1971) for the analyse of
rock-mechanics problems. The distinct-element method is a way to simulate the
mechanical response of system composed of discrete blocks or particles, for more
information [6].

3.2.1 Distinct-Element Method
In the DEM, the interactions between the particles are treated as a dynamic process with
states of equilibrium developing whenever the internal force balance. By tracking the
movements of the individual particles the contact forces and displacement of a stressed
assembly of particles are found. Movements result from the propagation through the
particle system of disturbance caused by specified wall and particle motion and/or body
forces. The speed of propagation depends on the physical properties of the discrete
system. The dynamic behaviour is represented numerically by a timestepping algorithm
in which it is assumed that the velocities and acceleration are constant within each
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timestep. The timestep may be so small that, during a single timestep, disturbance cannot
propagate from any particle further then its immediate neighbours. Then, at all times, the
forces acting on any particle are determined exclusively by its interaction with the
particles with which it is in contact. The calculations performed in DEM alternate
between the application of Newton’s second law  and a force-displacement law at the
contacts. Newton’s second law is used to determine the motions of each particle arising
from body and contact forces acting upon it, while the force-displacement law is used to
update the contact forces arising from the relative motion of each contact. For particle-
wall contacts the force-displacement law is only required since the wall motion is
specified by the user.

3.2.2 The Calculation Cycle in DEM
The calculation cycle in DEM is a timestepping algorithm that requires the repeated
application of the law of motion and a force-displacement law to each contact, and a
constant updating of wall position. In Figure 13 below is the calculation cycle illustrated.

Figure 13. The Calculation Cycle in DEM, from [10].

From known particle and wall positions, the set of contacts is updated at the start of every
timestep. Based on the relative motion between the two entities at the contact the force-
displacement law is used to update the contact force at each contact. Next, the law of
motion is applied to each particle to update its velocity and position based on the resultant
force and moment arising from the contact force and the body forces acting on the
particle.

Below is the force-displacement law described, followed by a description of the law of
motion. The development is for the three-dimensional case. The following two
simplifications apply to the two-dimensional DEM model.
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• The plane of the model corresponds to the 1 and 2 directions (e.g., all points in a
DEM model is described by xi, where }2,1{∈i ).

• Moments and rotational velocities are denoted M3 and ω3 acts only in the out-of-
plane direction.

3.2.3 The Force-Displacement Law
The force-displacement law relates the relative displacement between two entities at a
contact force acting on the entities. This contact force arises for both particle-particle
contacts and particle-wall contacts. The force-displacement law operates at a contact and
can be described in terms of a contact point, xi

[C], laying on a contact plane that is defined
by a unit vector ni. For particle-particle contact, the normal vector is directed along the
line between the particle centres, see Figure 14. For particle-wall contacts the normal
vector is directed along the line defining the shortest distance between the particle centre
and the wall, see Figure 15. The contact force is decomposed into a normal component
acting in the direction of the normal vector and a shear component acting in the contact
plane. The force-displacement law relates these two components of force to the
corresponding components of the relative displacement by the normal and shear stiffness
at contact. In Figure 14 are the notations to describe a particle-particle contact between
two spherical particles is shown.

Figure 14. Notation used for particle-particle contact, from [10].

For particle-particle contact, the unit normal ni that defines the contact plane is given by:
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where [ ]A
ix  and [ ]B

ix  are the position vectors of the centres of particles A and B and d is

the distance between the particles centre:
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In Figure 15 are the notations to describe particle-wall contacts between a spherical
particle and a wall shown. The particle is labelled b and the wall is labelled w.

Figure 15. Notation used for particle-wall contact, from [10].

For the particle-wall contact, ni is directed along the line defining the shortest distance d
between the particle centre and the wall. This direction is found by mapping the particle
centre into a relevant portion of space defined by the wall. The idea is illustrated in

Figure 16 for a two-dimensional wall composed of two segments AB  and BC . All space
on the active side of this wall can be decomposed into five regions by extending a line
normal to each wall segment at its endpoints. If the particle centre lies in regions 2 or 4, it
will contact the wall along its length, and ni will normal to the corresponding wall
segment. However, if the particle centre lies in regions 1, 3, or 5, it will contact the wall
at one of its endpoints, and ni will lie along the line joining the endpoint and the particle
centre.
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Figure 16. Determination of normal direction for particle-wall contact, from [10].

The overlap Un, defined to be a relative contact displacement in the normal direction, is
given by:
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The location of the contact point is given by:
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The contact force vector Fi represents the action of  particle A on particle B for particle-
particle contact, and represents the action of the particle on the wall for particle-wall
contact. The contact force vector Fi can be resolved into normal and shear components
with respect to the contact plane as:

s
i

n
ii FFF += ( 42 )
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where n
iF  and s

iF  denote the normal and shear component vectors, respectively. The

normal contact force vector is calculated by:

i
nnn

i nUKF = ( 43 )

where Kn is the normal stiffness [force/displacement] at the contact. The contact velocity
Vi is defined for a particle-particle contact as, the velocity of particle B relative to the
velocity of particle A at a contact point, and is defined for a particle-wall contact as the
particle velocity relative to the wall velocity. Vi is given by:
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where [ ]j

ix Φ�  and [ ]jΦ
3ω  are the translational and rotational velocities, of entity jΦ  given

by:
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As the contact force the contact velocity can be resolved into normal and shear
components with respect to the contact plane:

s
i

n
ii VVV += ( 46 )

The shear component of the contact velocity can be written as:

ijji
n

ii
s

i nnVVVVV −=−= ( 47 )

Over a timestep of ∆t, the shear component of the contact displacement-increment is
calculated by:

tVU s
i

s
i ∆=∆  ( 48 )

and is used to calculate the shear elastic force-increment vector:
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where ks is the shear stiffness at the contact. The new shear contact force is found by
summing the old shear force vector existing at the start of the timestep with the shear
elastic force-increment vector:

s
i

s
i

s
i FFF ∆+← ( 50 )

The contribution of the final contact force to the resultant force and moment on the two
entities in contact is then given by:
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where [ ]j

iF Φ  and [ ]j

iM Φ  are the force and moment sums for entity Φj from Equation (45),

and Fi is given by Equation (42). All the steps to find teas equations are thoroughly
described in the Hart, Cundall and Lemos [7].

3.2.4 Law of motion
The motion of a single rigid particle is determined by the resultant force and moment
vectors acting upon it, and can be described in terms of the translational motion of a point
in the particle and the rotational motion of the particle. The translational motion of the
centre of mass is described in terms of its position xi, velocity ix� , and acceleration ix�� .

The rotational motion of the particle is described in terms of its angular velocity ωi and
angular acceleration iω� . The equation for translation motion can be written in vector

form:

( )iii gxmF −= �� ( 55 )
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where Fi is the resultant force, the sum of all externally applied forces acting on the
particle, m is the total mass of the particle, and gi is the body force acceleration vector.
The equation for rotational motion can be written in the vector form:

ii HM �= ( 56 )

where Mi is the resulting moment acting on the particle, and H�  is the angular momentum
of the particle. A local coordinate system is attached to the particle at its centre. If the
orientation of this local coordinate system is such that it lies along the principal axes of
inertia then the Equation (56) reduces to Eulers equation of motion:

( ) 2323111 ωωω IIIM −+= � ( 57 )

( ) 3131222 ωωω IIIM −+= � ( 58 )

( ) 1212333 ωωω IIIM −+= � ( 59 )

Where I1, I2, and I3 are the principal moments of inertia of the particle, 1ω� , 2ω� , and 3ω�
are the angular accelerations about the principal axes, and M1, M2, and M3 are the
components of the resultant moment refer to principal axes. For a disk-shaped particle
the above system is simplified because the axes remains in the out of plane direction, and
gives that 021 == ωω . For a spherical particle 1ω , 2ω , and 3ω  are equal. Thus, for either

of these particles, Equations (57), (58) and (59) can be simplified and referred to the
global-axis system as:

( ) 3
2

33 ωβω �� mRIM == ( 60 )

where

( )
( )




=
particle shaped-disk2/1

particle spherical5/2
β ( 61 )

The equations of motion given by the Equation (56) and Equation (60), are integrated
using centered finite-difference procedure involving a timestep ∆t. the quantities ix�  and

3ω  are computed at the mid-intervals of 2/tnt ∆± , while the quantities ix , ix�� , 3ω , Fi,

and M3 are computed at the primary intervals of tnt ∆± . Translation and rotational
accelerations at time t in terms of velocity values at mid-intervals is given by:
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Inserting these expressions into Equation (56) and Equation (60) and solving for the
velocities at time ( )2/tt ∆+  result in:
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Finally, the velocities in Equation (64) and Equation (65) are used to update the position
of the particle centre as:

( ) ( ) ( ) txxx tt
i

t
i

tt
i ∆+= ∆+∆+ 2/� ( 66 )

The calculation cycle for the law of motion can be summarised as follows. Given the
values of ( )2/tt

ix ∆−� , ( )2/
3

tt ∆−ω , ( )t
ix , ( )t

iF  and ( )tM 3 , Equation (64) and Equation (65) are used

to obtain ( )2/tt
ix ∆+�  and ( )2/

3
tt ∆+ω . Then, Equation (66) is used to obtain ( )tt

ix ∆+ . The values

of ( )tt
iF ∆+  and ( )ttM ∆+

3 , to be used in the next cycle, are obtained by application of the

force-displacement law.

3.2.5 Mechanical Timestep Determination
In section 3.2.4 the calculation cycle for the Law of Motion where described. As
mentioned there is the equation of motion integrated using a centered-difference scheme
expressed by the Equations (62), (63), (64) and (65). The computed solutions produced
by these equations will remains stable only if the timestep does not exceed a critical
timestep that is related to the minimum eigenperiod of the total system. However, global
eigenvalue analyses are impractical to apply to a constantly changing system such as a
powder flow simulation. Therefore, in DEM the critical timestep is estimated at the start
of every cycle. A system modelled in 2D-DEM is a two-dimensional collection of
particles and springs, each of which may have different mass and stiffness. A critical
timestep is found for each particle by applying the equation:
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separately to each degrees-of-freedom and assuming that the degrees-of-freedom are
uncoupled. Where ktran and krot are the translation and rotational stiffness, respectively,
and I is the moment of inertia of the particle. The stiffnesses are estimated by summing
the contribution from all contacts as described below. The final critical timestep is the
minimum of all critical timesteps computed for all degrees-of-freedom of all particles.
The translational and rotational stiffness of a particle relate increments of force and
moment to increments of displacement and rotation by the matrix relations:
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The individual elements of this stiffness matrix can be expressed for a particular contact
in terms of the particle radius R, the contact normal vector ni, and the contact tangent
stiffness kn and ks using the notation defined in section 3.2.3. The translational stiffness
terms are found by writing the contact force as a sum of its normal and shear components
that are related to the displacement-increment by the contact stiffness. The process is
described by the following set of relations:
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The rotational stiffness term is found by writing the moment-increment as a cross product
of the radius vector, given by Rnj, with the shear component of the contact force:
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s
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s
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and writing the shear component of the displacement-increment as a cross-product of the
rotational-increment and the radius vector:

( )mkm
s
k RneU 33 θ∆=∆ ( 71 )
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Now substitute the Equation (71) into Equation (70) and  use the identity:

ksjtktjsistijk ee δδδδ −= ( 72 )

and one obtains:

3
2

3 θ∆=∆ skRM ( 73 )

A more detailed description of the timestep determination and the above calculations can
be found in Hart, Cundall and Lemos [7]

3.2.6 The PFC2D Particle-Flow Model
PFC2D (Particle Flow Code in two Dimensions) is a commercial program that provides a
flexible simulation environment where different models of granular flow can be
simulated. PFC2D is classified as a discrete element code based on DEM, since it allows
finite displacements and rotations of discrete bodies, including complete detachment, and
recognise new contacts automatically as the calculation progresses, in [8] a model is
thoroughly described. PFC2D models the movement and interaction of stressed assemblies
of arbitrary-sized circular rigid particles using the distinct-element method (DEM). The
particles are rigid but deform locally at contact points. It is possible to create particles of
arbitrary shape by attaching two or more particles together. The model in 3.2.9 and 3.2.10
is composed of distinct particles that displace independently from one another and
interact only at contacts between particles or walls. The particles are assumed to be rigid,
and a soft contact model approach is used in which a finite normal stiffness is taken to
represent the measurable stiffness that exists at the contacts. The mechanical behaviour of
such system is described in terms of the movement of each particle and inter-particle
force acting on each contact point.

PFC2D provides a particle flow model containing the following assumptions.

• The particles are treated as rigid bodies.

• The contacts occur over a vanishingly small area (i.e., at a point).

• Behaviour at the contacts uses a soft contact approach, wherein the rigid particles
are allowed to overlap one another at contact points.

• The magnitude to the overlap is related to the contact force via the force-
displacement law, and all overlaps are small in relation to the particle sizes.

• Bond can exist at contacts between particles.
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• All particles are circular; however, the clump logic supports the creation of super
particles of arbitrary shape. Each clump consists of a set of overlapping particles
that act as a rigid body. (Clump logic is not used in the models of section 3.2.9
and 3.2.10))

A limitation of the PFC2D model is that it is a two-dimensional world where only two
force components and one moment component exist.

3.2.7 Porosity Computation
The porosity computation is of major importance for this report. In PFC2D, which works
in two dimensions, uses an area-based method, to calculate the porosity. The porosity is
computed using various measurement circles in PFC2D, see Figure17 below. Porosity
calculations are usually done in three-dimensions and this two-dimension porosity has no
clear relation with three-dimensional porosity. The density D of a packing is defined as
the ratio of the area of space occupied by solid matter As to the total area A. If it is
assumed that the total area is comprised of both solid and void areas and that there is no
overlap, then the density D is related to the porosity n by the relation

A

A
n s−= 1 ( 74 )

Figure 17. Hexagonal packing and measurement circles, from [10].

The hexagonal packing in Figure 17 has the porosity:
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where R is the radius of the disk. Refer to Deresiewicz [9] for a thorough discussion of
the packing in both two and three dimensions. As the area of the measurement circle
increase, the computed value should approach real values and become insensitive to the
location of the measurement circle. A recommendation from the PFC2D manual [10] is
that it is best to utilise a number of measurement circles and take the average of their
collective porosity values. From PFC2D manual [10] is it also recommended to use a three
dimensional porosity model such as the porosity model in PFC3D, if the porosity values
are of major importance in the result.

3.2.8 Building and Running PFC2D Models
A summary of the most important steps to make a particle model may look like this. In
PFC2D the models are made in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. First, the
walls are made by specifying the endpoints of the walls, PFC2D then automatically draw
the model walls. Next, the normal- and shear-stiffness of each wall must be set. If wall
friction is included in the model, every wall has to be set with its friction parameter. The
particles must now be generated, every particle have its own identity and is numbered
from 1 to n (where n is the number of particles). It is possible to generate an assembly of
particles where every particle has different quality. Most usual, is that a model of some
kind of powder material is desired. In such cases the assembly of particles often only has
a difference in particle size and initial position. Some of the qualities that a particle can
be given in PFC2D are size (radii), normal- and shear-stiffness, density, friction, initial
velocity, and start position. After that the model geometry has been built and the particle
parameters have been set, plots can be made for specific particles. As an example: the
velocity of particle number 5210 in an assembly can be plotted verses time for the whole
simulation. Contact forces between particles in a packing can be visualised, so that one
really can see where the force is high and low in the model. If forces are included in the
model they must be defined. After the geometry is build and all settings have been done,
the model can be simulated. The simulation can be started with conditions of how many
cycles that should be run, or an equilibrium condition could be set such that the
simulation will run until the condition is fulfilled. During a simulation many conditions
can be changed, walls can be added or deleted, particles can be added or deleted, walls
can start to move, and forces can also be added and deleted in the model etc. More
information about the model geometry, parameter settings etc, can be found in the PFC2D

manual [10].

3.2.9 DEM Simulation Example 1
The first model analysed with the distinct-element method was a particle-flow model
with 1100 particles, with a radii distribution for the particles between 5-6 mm. The
analyse is done with the two-dimensional distinct-element program PFC2D. The geometry
of the model is simple, see Figure 18 below. (All values in the picture are in [mm]). In
Figure 18 the model is in initial state, all the particles have initial velocity equal to zero.
The wall normal stiffness is set to N/m1000.1 8⋅  and the wall shear stiffness is set
to N/m1000.1 8⋅ . The wall friction is set to 3.0=wµ , and the particle friction is set to
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1.0=pµ . The particle density is 7800 kg/m3. A gravity vector is set to work in the

negative y-direction, which is the vertical direction in the model.

Figure 18. Initial state of model 1, all values in [mm].

The initial velocity for every particle in the assembly is equal to zero at the start of the
simulation, this means that the particle assembly moves very slow at the beginning of the
simulation. Because of the slow initial movement, the simulation is started with a
constant timestep equal to 4101 −⋅ s, for the first 1000 cycles, this is done to decrease the
calculation time. For best result an adaptive timestep is chosen after the first 1000 cycles.
The particle/particle and particle/wall interactions increases heavily when the first
particles reach the bottom of the model, this influence the length of the timestep, see
section 3.2.5 and in Hart, Cundall and Lemos [7]. After about a total of 50000 cycles, the
first 1000 cycles with a timestep of 4101 −⋅ s and the other 49000 with a time step between

6107 −⋅ s and 5104 −⋅ s the model start to pack the powder, bonds between particles is
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visible in the assembly. In Figure 19 it is shown how the particles behave when they
starts to be packed in the die-model, small gaps or cavities is also shown in the packing.

Figure 19.  Model 1 after 50000 cycles.

In a closer view see Figure 20, one can see that there are many gaps in the packed
material. Between some particles there are a tendencies of bonds, especially between
particles around larger gaps. In the right corner bonds between particles starts to stop the
flow. In Figure 21, is the final state almost reached, a huge gap has appeared on the right
side of the packing. It is visible that the bonds between the particles on the right side of
die-model stops the particle assembly from getting close packed. In Figure 22, the final
state is reach and the gap is gone. The bonds between the particles that created the gap in
Figure 21 have been broken by the weight of the particles above. If the friction between
the particles had been higher, the bonds might have hold and the gap would remain. The
contact force between the particles is printed out in Figure 22. The wider the lines are the
higher the contact force is, these black lines are also called contact chains. If one takes a
closer look at the packing in Figure 22, one can see that around the gaps the contact force
is higher then in the more closed packed regions. Unfortunately could not a porosity
analyse be made for the model. The calculation time for this simulation where about two
hours.
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Figure 20. A closer view of the packing in model 1.

Figure 21. Almost at the finale state.
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Figure 22. The finale state of model 1. Contact chains at equilibrium.

3.2.10 DEM Simulation Example 2
The first model analysed with the distinct-element method had a radii distribution of 5-6
mm for the particles. What happens if the radii of the particles decrease? The second
model analysed with the distinct-element method had 15000 particles with an radii
distribution of 50-100 µm. The geometry in the second model is the same as in the first
model. The wall normal- and shear-stiffness is set to N/m1000.1 8⋅ . The wall friction is
set to 3.0=wµ , and the particle friction is set to 1.0=pµ . The particle normal and shear

stiffness is set to N/m1000.1 8⋅ . The particle density is the same as in the first model
7800 kg/m3. A gravity vector is set in the negative y-direction. As in the first model the
initial velocity is equal to zero, and the first 1000 cycles have a timestep of 4101 −⋅ s, then
an adaptive timestep is used. As the first particles reach the bottom of the die-model, the
particle/particle and particle/wall intersections increase dramatically fast. The timesteps
in the second model simulation are smaller then for the first model simulation, between

6103 −⋅ s and 5101 −⋅ s. The major difference from the first model is that one cycle takes
about fifteen to twenty times longer to calculate. The whole process is much slower than
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in the first model because of the increase of particles. In Figure 23 below the model has
cycled about 5000 times, and the calculation time is about 45 minutes.

Figure 23. Model 2 after 5000 cycles, 15000 particles.

In Figure 23 particles starts to being packed at the bottom of the die-model. In Figure 24
the calculation time is about 16 hours and 400000 has been made. In Figure 24 it is
visible that the flow into the smaller section almost standstill. It looks like the particles
have built a cover over the passage to the smaller section. Just above the bottom and in
the middle of the die, there is a cavity where particles are building bonds around. The
calculations are still very slow. About 16 hours of more calculations and the model looks
like in the Figure 25 below. The cavity in the middle of the packing still remains and the
cover over the passage also remains. Compare Figure 24 and Figure 25, and one can see
that the difference is small. If the model contains many particles as in model 2 the
computation time is large. The simulation was interrupted of some computer errors after a
total of 39 hours of calculations. The final state of this simulation was unfortunately not
found.
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Figure 24. Model 2 after 400000 cycles and 16 hours of calculation.

Figure 25. Model 2 after 32 hours of calculation time and about 900000 cycles.
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4 DISCUSSION

To find methods that can simulate powder filling in dies, can be done in many ways. In
powder metallurgy, the goal is to develop production methods that produce strong
components. High density after compaction is a major factor for the strength of the final
component in powder metallurgy. Fact is that high density in the component means that
the particles are close compacted and the component will have high strength. One factor
that influences the density after compaction, is the density distribution of the loose
powder before compaction. As there is no well-established method to measure this
density distribution, simulation of the powder flow might be a helpful tool for
understanding the particulate nature of powder flow and the density distribution of the
loose powder. Powder flow behaves like solids at low strain rates, but at high strain rates,
the behaviour is fluid or gas like.

The Computational Fluid Dynamics-method or CFD-method, is a well-established
method for fluid flow. This method is described in section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 above, and in
[3]. The CFD-method is a macroscopic method that regards the fluid as a continuum. In
the CFD-method flow, is caused by external forces such as gravity, shear, rotation,
pressure difference etc. Some macroscopic properties that are important for the CFD-
method are density, viscosity, Prandtl number, specific heat etc. In section 3.1.4 a gas-gas
model is presented and simulated in the CFD-based program CFX-4. The result of these
calculations shows that an approximated model of a particle flow is possible to create in a
CFD gas-gas model. In the finale state is an approximate picture of a pressure distribution
possible to find. This result may be sufficient enough for some problems, but it is not
explaining the problems with fluctuations in the density distribution of loose powder.
Maybe, if it where possible to add a packing algorithm to the model, a more correct
presentation of the finale state could be made. With a macroscopic method like the CFD-
method which not include contact-algorithms and friction between particles and friction
between walls and particles, is it difficult to build a model that show the real particulate
nature of powder packing.

The Distinct-Element method or DEM, keeps track of the motion of the individual
particles, and updates any contact with neighbouring particles using contact algorithms.
The Distinct-Element method is thoroughly described in section 3.2.1-5 and in [11].
DEM take into account the particulate nature of the material without imposing any
constraint on the displacement field. DEM is a method that works with the microscopic
parameters such as particle stiffness, particle friction and wall frictions, bond between
particles etc. In section 3.2.9 a particle model with a small number of particles where
simulated with the DEM program PFC2D. The simulation shows how particles interact,
bonds between particles arises and removes depending of the contact forces between the
particles. The result from the simulation shows, that it is possible to find the packing of
an particle assembly with DEM. Theoretically could the porosity of this assembly also be
computed during to section 3.2.7. Unfortunately, could not the porosity calculation be
done because of some practical problems. A recommendation from [9] and the PFC2D
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manual [10], is that porosity computation should be done in three dimension, because,
there is no connection between a two dimensional porosity calculation and a three-
dimensional porosity calculation. In Figure 22 the contact forces between particles are
printed out. It is possible to see where the contact force is high and low in the assembly.
This might be interesting for the next step in the powder metallurgy process, the
compaction. The second particle model simulation in PFC2D section 3.2.10, is a model
with the same geometry and material parameters. The difference from the first model is
that the particles are smaller and the number of particles is larger. Unfortunately, could
not this simulation reach the finale state because of computer errors. One difference from
the first model is that, the calculation time is quite larger per cycle, this because of the
increase in particles. Another difference is that the bonding between particles is more
obvious here. In Figure 24 and Figure 25, quite large gaps are shown in the assembly. On
the right side of the die-model the particles have built a cover over the smaller section,
such that almost no particles flow into this section.

Comparing the CFD-method with the DEM, one can see that DEM takes into account the
motion of the individual particle and update contacts between the particles and walls. The
CFD-method on the other hand sees the fluid as a continuum. DEM gives a more
microscopic analyse of the simulation then the CFD-method. To see the true nature of the
particle flow and particle packing, the individual particle motion must be included in the
model. However, in a simple model a CFD simulation might be enough.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTHER WORK

5.1 Conclusion
In short, two different methods have been analysed for simulating and calculating powder
flow and the resulting density in the finale state of a die-filling process. The
Computational Fluid Dynamics-method or CFD-method is one of the two methods
analysed. When using the CFD-method the powder assembly is considered as a
continuum, that is because the CFD-method is a macroscopic method, which regard a
fluid as a continuum. The other method is the Distinct-Element method or DEM. DEM
keeps track of the motion of the individual particles.

In conclusion, of the two analysed methods is the Distinct-Element method approach the
most suitable method for model powder flows and calculate density distributions in
powder filling. That is because DEM keeps track of the individual particle and takes into
account the microscopic parameters of the model. A realistic model for powder has to
include the movement of the individual particle, but the disadvantage of this method is
the calculation time.

5.2 Future Work
Build a more realistic model of a die in two-dimensions, and include a filling process
with moving walls. Simulate the coil movements before compaction and se how the
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density and porosity of the powder changes. Extend this model into a three-dimensional
model. Include vibrations and see how the density and porosity of the powder changes.
Examine if a Finite-Element Method including contacts can be suitable as a power model.

This work does not answer the question of how dies should be filled and how a proper
density distribution is obtained. Hopefully, it can be a guide in the search for proper
methods to simulate and calculate powder flows and density distribution in loose powder.
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